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(iii) lim a,/o,n1t2 = a, Q<aC=, 
n-+= 
The assumption (iv) is analogous to the assumptions in heavy traffic the- 
ory for queues (cf. [ 71) about the different rates at which the traffic in- 
tensity may tend to one. Here we find different limit distributions for 
the dam content and the limiting dam content depending on the rate at 
which the mean net input J+., tends to zero, i.e., whether b = 0 or b + 0. 
The setting for the results of this paper is the theory of weak conver- 
gence of probability measures on D s D [ 0, cm), the space of real-valued, 
right-continuous functions on [ 0,~) with left-hand limits, endowed with 
the extension (cf. [ 1 ] and [ 161) of the J, +pology on D[ 0, 1 ] given 
by Skorohod [ 12]. B reviously, Elomqvist [ 2”J has given a limit theorem 
for 1.; , in the case that pnnr/2 + -=, i.e., b = -00, using different argu- 
ments. Speed [ 131 has pointed out that Blomqvist’s result may be ob- 
tained employing weak convergence methods, though the suggestion that 
such limit theorems for two barrier problems magr be investigated using 
weak contergence first appeared in [ 151 and [ 61 L 
In Section 2 we begin by deriving several boundary crossing probabili- 
iener process with dri which we require for computing the 
limiting distribu I[n Section 3 we prove the main resti1t.s: the 
limiting distribu is computed ir Theorem 3.1 while that of 
Y,, is given in Corollary 3.3. The hmit theorem for Y’H follows from a 
standard weak convergence argument while that for Yz requires a slightly 
different approach as it involves changing the order of an iterated IiMt. 
Simflar results for the one barrier case day be found fn [ 91 tit~u$ [ i 7). It 
shoUd be emphdsized that for fMte ~EH-HS the expanentidi l~it results 
ly chap /J, + 10. 
nay be ~~~~~s~~~t~~ BS 
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i 2 0, is the random walk between absorbing bar- 
arting from drn0, with steps &, &2, . . . . By l39kC- 
ting the random walk Fni about 0, ( 1.2) becomes 
(1.3) 
where Y~i, i 2 0, is the random walk between absorbing barriers at O-- 
and Q,, starting from XhO, with steps -Xnl, -Xn?, . . . , We shall assume in 
this paper that the initial dam content XnO in each dam is zero, but the 
assumption is not critical and the results of the paper hold more general- 
lY* 
(1.4) ga(I.9) (t) = V ]a A (v(t) -Y(S))’ (a+Y(t)-Y(7))+ 
059 sLrLt 
forO5: t<=. Let W(t), t 2 0, be a standard Wiener process in D and 
K$(t) = W(t) + bt be a Wiener process with drift b, then a derivation 
similar to that of (1.3) gives, for 0 g x g a, 
where w;b represents aWiener process with drift -b between absorbing 
barriers at 0- and a, and Px denotes the probability conditional on the 
process U”b starting from x. Thus the tight-hslnd side nf ( 11 S) is the prob- 
ahilit!r that the process IVb hds tibt beet-~ dbsbt-bed tit 0 by titale t. 
sing the relation 
we obtilin 
{TS t, 7,< ra} =: [l -e--2ab (7-g t}- $ X(t)d.P]/(~b-e-zP9. 
b>fl 
bability that the pro- 
s), s 2 0, has not left th efined by a-t bs and 
by time t, w at is, set 0, = 
(x) ard 0 = TV A (J,, then we will compute 
reP subset of the interval (--a~ -Pt, a + b t). 
robability could be o tained from (2.2) by conditioning on 
sing the result of oob [4, p. 39 
nsity k(x) = k(x, a, 6, a, fl, t) by 
k(x) = (2nt)- J/2 
m=--00 
- 
m qc--~x--2((m + l)a+ma))*/2t]]. 
e may now”es 
s-J) is again a stan 
e now definef : 
(2.31 [A, exp[-2m(a+a) ~xfnz(afa)tII 
m=--OO 
-I#, exp[ 2{(m+I)a+ma) {x-(ni+l)at-mat)]], 
where 
(2.4) 
Av?l = A,(a,b GY$) = exp[-2m2(a+a)(b+/3)-Z!m(a/Gab)], 
B??, = B,(a, b, a, b) = exp[ -2{(m+l)a+m~){(m+l) b+mpIl. 
Setting Y(t) =f(lV(t), t), nctice that {Y(t), F(t), t 2 0) is a martingale 
anJforfixedt>Q,J~(~,t)=Oifandonlyifx=~(at+b)+(P-l)(at+P) 
or some integer p, --(m < p < =. [We arrive at the form of the function 
fin (2.3) from the following. From [ 11 j , we havf qor continuous func- 
#ions f that the following three conditions are equivalent: 
(i) i i12f/th2 f aflat = 0 on (--=.=) X (0, =), 
(ii) there exists a measure F such that f(x, t) = j”_: exp[xy-- ky2tl dFo/), 
(iii) CfiIV(t), t), F(t), t 2 0) is a martingale. 
Thus we seek a solution to (i), clsing the method of images, which van 
ishes on the Snes at -1 b and --at - 0.1 
For fixed t > 0, define 
Q1 = inf{sr t-l: Y(s) = Q), 
ur2 = inf(s 2 t-l: W(s) 2 as t b or W(s) g - ms - 0). 
ut Y(s) + 1 a.~ as s + = and U(s) is bounded on the ser: { 
q > sl, thus convergence gives 
I (9 =: co: s Y(t-‘)dP = jf(x,r-‘)#(x,t-‘Iti, 
(W(t-“)6x) K 
where #(x,s) = exp (--x2/2)/( 2&j2 is the normal density with mesr, 
zero and variance s. Substituting for f from (2.3) an_d rczrranging the in- 
tegral gives the result. 
#, a, b, d, whe 
&ts a, b, a) = [ exp (2~8 &(a + a)} 
m=-lX 
(2.5) 1 m (((2Yn+l)at2mol+bt)t-*12) 
2 
m l)c#-b t; t-ll%) 
- (I( a -b t)t-“z), 
md for b = 0, 
*,(t, a, $a) = lim ‘k&t, Q, b, a). 
b-+0 
. Using (2. l), both t i) and (ii) follow from Lemma 2.1 by setting 
@ = -b and rearranging the terms. 
he main results 
For each va .‘ + W S,, = 0, S,, = Xnl + . . . d- X,,, li 2 1, and define 
random functio: 18, Sn, Yn in D by 
Y”(t) = yn[nt] /an  It2 9 oQ<Q? 
Then, since assumptions (i) and (ii) are the Lindeberg conditions, it fol- 
lows that X n * W in the J, topology (and thus also in the M, topology) 
on D, where * denotes weak convergence. Hence Sn * wb from assump- 
tion (iv). 
For fixed n > 0, let E = E [O, =) be the subset of D consisting of t 
functions y such that 0 < y(0) < a and one of s *<l<mY(tJ>~Or 
inf()<,,oo Y(t) < 0 holds. Define T, T,, T, : E + i-j- ‘(=} by T,(y) = 
) > a}, ToQ) = inf{s: y(s) < 0)) where in both cases the A- 
f the empty set is =, and 
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Ld Ei C_ E, i = 1, 2, 3, be given by 
m 2 1, is absorbed at a,1 & = ~,$/2,) = 
where onr functicn in D 
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